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Your beautiful smile

starts here!

Your beautiful smile starts here!

Welcome to Orthodontic Specialists of Green Bay

Begin your journey now!






What sets us apart

You deserve a radiant smile that’s filled with confidence and allows your personality to shine

Our smiles, and how we feel about them, touch every part of our life. When we’re unhappy with our teeth, we tend to be uncomfortable and self-conscious, and worry about what others think. When our teeth are straight and healthy, though, our self-assurance is evident! Having a beautiful smile boosts our esteem and grows the confidence with which we greet the world. If you’re ready to change your life by changing your smile, Orthodontic Specialists of Green Bay would love to help!
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Invidualized Care

You are unique; so too is your smile, as well as your treatment goals and personal concerns. Because we offer a range of advanced care options, we’re able to tailor each step of treatment to your situation.

Contact us
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Incredible Results

Your finished smile will be breathtaking. Because our doctors consider your facial aesthetics and oral health when they plan treatment, you’ll have a lifetime of functionally healthy and beautiful smiles!

Ortho results
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Invisible Expertise

Our doctors and clinical staff are highly trained and experienced. They regularly complete many continuing education courses, to stay current on new techniques, technologies, and materials.


Treatments







Treatment steps:

From the beginning straight to the end



Before


1. Your initial visit and courtesy examination


Meet your doctor and treatment coordinator. Undergo photos and a clinical evaluation to determine if it is the right time for 3D imaging. This can be completed at the same appointment.





2. Consultation with a treatment coordinator


Your diagnostic records are reviewed, treatment options are discussed, cost of treatment is presented and insurance coverage and a payment plan are established (depending on credit history).
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During


 3. You’re getting braces!


Remember: growth, compliance and hygiene all contribute to your successful smile. Treatment varies from one patient to another and a variety of advances may be part of your customized treatment.




4. Your customized plan includes regular office visits for treatment adjustments


	May occur every 8 to 14 weeks
	Will include a hygiene check
	May modify SureSmile wire, or evaluate elastic wear
	Progress photos may be taken











After


5. Your braces are coming off!


And in far less time than if you had traditional, old-fashioned braces! Once your braces are removed, a scan will be taken for retainers.




6. Receive your retainers. Remember, retention is for life!


Removable retainers

Initially, these need to be worn full time. The number of hours you’ll need to wear your removable retainer will be reduced over time. If your retainers feel tight, it’s probably a sign that you need to wear them more.
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Treatment steps:

From the beginning straight to the end

Before


1. Your initial visit and courtesy examination


Meet your doctor and treatment coordinator. Undergo a clinical evaluation to determine if it’s the right time for diagnostic records.




2. Consultation with a treatment coordinator


Your diagnostic records are revieweed, treatment options are discussed, cost of treatment is presented and insurance coverage and a payment plan are established (depending on credit history).






During


3. You’re getting braces!


Remember: growth, compliance and hygiene all contribute to your successful smile. Treatment varies from one patient to another and a variety of advances may be part of your customized treatment.





 4. Your customized plan includes regular office visits for treatment adjustments


	May occur every 8 to 10 weeks
	Will include a hygiene check
	May modify SureSmile wire, or evaluate elastic wear
	Progress photos may be taken







After


5. Your braces are coming off!


And in far less time than if you had traditional, old-fashioned braces! Once your braces are removed, a scan will be taken for retainers.




6. Receive your retainers. Remember, retention is for life!


Removable retainers

Initially, these need to be worn full time. The number of hours you’ll need to wear your removable retainer will be reduced over time. If your retainers feel tight, it’s probably a sign that you need to wear them more.











We work with you to understand your desires and concerns, then develop a unique treatment plan

Request an appointment

“We would love to help you achieve your best smile, efficiently and comfortably!”
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Dr. Edward Y. Lin

DDS, MS

“Creating beautiful, healthy smiles and providing you with the highest-quality care are my professional and personal commitments.”




Meet Dr. Lin
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Dr. Lee S. Bialkowski

DDS

“By combining the latest in orthodontic technology with the personal care you deserve, I strive to ensure your satisfaction with your entire experience.”




Meet Dr. Bialkowski
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Dr. Sunny J. Lee

DDS, MBA

“To help you achieve a healthy, confident smile that is uniquely beautiful to you.”




Meet Dr. Lee








We deliver amazing results

Our three doctors, Dr. Edward Lin, Dr. Lee Bialkowski, and Dr. Sunny J. Lee, know the best orthodontic experience is the result of individualized care and invisible expertise, which deliver incredible results!

See patient testimonials



Top rated practice


4.8 / 5

From over 30 reviews on Google.

We’re the best in the biz

Along with our team members, we’ve created a practice that uses state-of-the-art treatment and technology, combined with the essential human connection. See what our amazing patients say about their experience.







We’re collaborating with industry leading partners
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In addition to clear and metal braces for all ages, we offer:
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SureSmile®

Braces
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Invisalign®

Clear Aligners
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VPro5™

Accelerated Treatments
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TADs and
Palatal Expanders
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i-CAT® 3D Imaging

and digital X-rays
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Solutions to TMJ-TMD

and sleep apnea








Here, we make you and your smile our top priority!

Call and schedule an exam for yourself or your child at our Green Bay or De Pere, WI orthodontic office today!

Green bay
De Pere




No two people are alike, and no two smiles are the same.

You’ll have the best treatment experience, and finish with the most incredible smile, after individual care.
We work with you to understand your desires and concerns, then develop a unique treatment plan. We’ll walk you through the process and answer your questions because we want you to be fully involved in all parts of your smile transformation!

Book now
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Testimonials

See all testimonials 


Always a great experience at OSGB. Everyone is so kind and professional. Dr. Lin is AMAZING - cutting edge, clear communication, personal and good-willed. And our kids’ teeth are looking good too!
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[image: Nicole Selner Avatar] Nicole Selner
12/17/2020 

Amazing job!! Dr. Edward Lin and all the employees that had worked on my teeth are very knowledgeable and great at their job. I highly, highly recommend OSGB if you’re looking for a place that knows what they’re doing, cares about their patients, and truly wants the patient to be satisfied with the result of their treatment plan!
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11/04/2021 

We have been beyond happy with Dr. Lin. My daughter was so nervous about getting braces, and the staff and Dr. Lin calmed her down. Today she had terrible pain in her jaw from her wisdom teeth coming in and her dentist was unavailable to get her in. Dr. Lin came to the rescue! He explained everything to me and my daughter, and makes us feel educated about her care. Her braces went on & off in a little over a year and she is very happy with her new smile.
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Leave a review



On facebook
On Google







Get in touch

Contact our Green Bay or De Pere, WI orthodontic office and schedule a consultation today.
The sooner you call, the sooner you’ll be on the path to the smile of your dreams!



Thank you for your message, we will get back to you. Your appointment is not confirmed until you have received a confirmation from us.
×
An error occurred, please call us instead.
×




How may we help you?
Request a New Patient Exam
Request an Emergency Appointment
Other

  



Contact me
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Edward Y. Lin, DDS, MS

Lee S. Bialkowski, DDS

Sunny J. Lee, DDS, MBA

	(920) 336-2299


	[email protected]






2821 S. Webster Avenue

Green Bay, WI 54301


directions



1839 Scheuring Road

De Pere, WI 54115


directions
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